
Where to go

When to go- establish a routine

What surface to go on- what is appropriate?

To hold their bladder- when they are very young, they can not hold their bladder for long, as

they grow their ability to do so will too.

How to ask you to go outside- how do they get out?

Before your puppy comes home

While your puppy is still with the breeder, the conditions that they are kept in will affect their toilet

training. 

If they are kept in a clean environment, with clean bedding and access to a different surface to go

to the toilet, you will find it easier to train your puppy. 

If however, your puppy was kept in an area with dirty bedding along with restricted area for playing

and going to the toilet, your puppy will have learnt not to be fussy about where they go. This will

make it harder to toilet train them.

To set you and your puppy up for success, have a clear idea of where you want your puppy to go to

the toilet. 

make sure that your garden is secure, safe and easily accessible. When your puppy needs to go, they

need to go! It it will also help to have a designated area within the garden; this can help to

minimise distractions.

What your puppy needs to know

Your puppy needs to learn several things to be able to be housetrained:
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When they wake up

After eating -this might not be immediately

After drinking -may increase if fed a dry food

After ALL interactions -after training, playing, any excitement

New environments -if they are in a new room, upstairs. They are imprinting themselves in the

environment to feel more secure

Hourly, until you can read the signs that they need to go, they may need to go more frequently at

particular times

sniffing

circling

running off - might run to their secret place

may be irritable/ frustrated- this can happen if they are in a class and don't know how to get outside

for a wee.

When do they need to go to the toilet?

How do we train them?

We need to watch our puppies and learn the signs that they need to go. 

These may include:

To help our puppy to learn, we need to give them a specific space; this can minimise distractions.

if we also use a cue word, we can help make it really clear about where to go.

Be careful with treats, we need to get our timing right and wait until they are finished so that they don't

stop to get the treat and finish in the house.

Stay in the garden with the puppy and watch them. Wait for a few minutes and take them back in for 5

minutes but supervise them, then take them back into the garden for a few minutes again. Repeat until

they go to the toilet and praise them.

Try not to compare your puppy to others; it can take up to 6-9 or months or longer for a puppy to be

clean in all environments.
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What if they have an accident?

If you catch them as they are starting to go, distract them and encourage them outside. It is

important that you don't scare them.

If they have started, ignore them and take them outside for a few minutes when they have

finished just in case they realised that they really should have been outside and still need to go.

Use an enzymatic cleaner to remove all traces of the mess; this is so that the smell doesn't

encourage your puppy to go in the same place again.

Don't punish them for going in the wrong place.

We know that puppies learn through association and consequences. If we use punishment of any

kind, they may associate you with punishment when they go to the toilet. This can lead to them

hiding from you as they may not want to go in front of you. This will affect your training in other

ways too, if you are waiting for them to go in the garden and they are frightened to go in front

of you.

The use of physical punishment can lead to aggression problems later on; you may reach down to

grab your puppy or try to rub their nose in the mess. They may associate your moving towards

them from above with punishment later in their lives too.

Your timing may not be quite right. If you come downstairs and find that puppy has peed, just

ignore it. If you shout at them, they may not associate the pee with you shouting and instead link

it with you coming downstairs.

I

Instead of telling them they are doing it in the wrong place, tell them they are amazing when they

do it in the right place. Pretty soon they will learn the right place to go every time.
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What if they are going to the toilet overnight?

Most puppies are not developed enough to hold themselves through the night and will need to go

out. If your puppy sleeps in a crate they may bark or whine to try and get out, rather than go in

their bed. Go to them and let them out.

If this is not practical for you then use a play pen so that they can move away from their bed area.

You may find that as they grow up, they can go through the night but wake up early. This will

improve with time as well.

If they are waking up at the same time every night, look at adjusting their meal times. You can

also set an alarm to wake you so that you can go down before they whine. This will teach them

that they can wait for you to come instead of waking you up. You can then gradually se the alarm

for later and later until they are waiting the whole night.
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Problems and mishaps

Textures
Your puppy may prefer to go on soft carpet, think back to the conditions at the breeders. To avoid them going on

the carpets, you will need to supervise and limit access to carpeted areas. 

If you do not have any grass in your garden, you may consider turfing a small area so that yuor puppy has their

own space to go.

Puppy pads
If they are insisting on going on a puppy pad, and not making the connection with going outside, you can start

to move the pad to the door you want to use, then outside before finally cutting the pad down in size.

Puppy is going inside when the door is open
If the door is always open, the puppy can't differentiate between inside and outside. They don't learn to control

their bladder because they don't need to. This is also a problem for puppies that are always carried outside; they

don't learn to get outside themselves. 

You need to encourage them to walk outside and start shutting the door to build bladder control.

Not telling owner
You need to go back to supervising your puppy. This is usually a challenge for owners who don't have a clear

view of the back door so can't see when the puppy is asking.

In this case, you can teach them to ring a bell.

It is very easy; allow your puppy to investigate the hanging bell. Then encourage a nose touch, mark and reward

with a treat. Follow this step with throwing the treat they earn for touching the bell outside so that they go

outside. The act of going outside becomes a reward in itself so you don't need to use treats anymore. Don't leave

it too long before opening the door if your puppy is still developing bladder control.
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Owner has changed routine and the dog is not getting the same number of opportunities to go

out to the toilet

Owner thinks that the puppy is totally housetrained and stops supervising the puppy

Puppy hits adolescence and starts to mark in the house

Regression
If your puppy has diarrhoea or is weeing more, then consult a vet, otherwise there are several

reasons why your puppy might regress:

They have a secret place in the house that they prefer
Stop them using this area, make sure you thoroughly clean the area. supervise puppy more. You can

use a house tether as well.

Puppy is going outside but wees when they come back in
Puppy is overwhelmed, excited or outside too long. This comes down to management again. Go into

the garden with puppy to ensure they are going to the toilet. 

It can help to have a designated area so that that in itself is a cue to tell them to go to the toilet.

Not going to the toilet on walks
This usually resolves as the puppy gets older and feels more confident.
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Management techniques

Play pen: great for when owner can't actively supervise puppy. Crates can be too small. 

Baby gates: great for separating areas of the house.

Puppy pads: Ideal for flats or large spaces, they also have a texture that puppies like. Do not use if

they are being ripped up.

Block of soiled areas: clean up with enzymatic spray to remove all traces of odours so that puppy

isn't stimulated to go there again.

Q&A

Should I restrict water over night?

No! All animals should have access to fresh water.

Is my puppy scent marking to show dominance over me? 

No! They are too young and have no need to be dominant. If your puppy is going in front of you, this

just shows that they are comfortable and have a good relationship. It will make housetraining easier

for you.

What should I do if my puppy is housetrained but goes to the toilet when left alone? 

This is something related to a separation problem and should be treated as such.

Should I use a smaller crate with only bedding to encourage the puppy to be clean?

No. Housetrain your puppy instead of restricting movement.
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